npr collect to chicago daily news chicago, ill.
coffey filing
note to desk: impossible get phone line out of here;
hence using this. following material is to finish up
what i told sullivan for first person story.

--0--

student mob get progressively meaner, as if trying to
outdo each other, began tossing cigarette butts at
feet of marshals, then three students showed up in
confederate uniforms. confederate flags
began showing up.

less than half the mob was taking part in the
shouting, cursing and shoving. in all the time I was in the crowd, I heard only
one voice of reason.

one student said to another: "Let's go eat and
listen to this on the radio and not get shot at."
the mob of 2,500 is about half the enrollment
here.

one young married couple, apparently
students, was in the crowd with the husband holding
in his arms a very young baby.